NEW ARRIVAL

SWIFT TRAWLER
48

The new Swift Trawler 48 focuses on practical easy living
and circulation and is built to seek new horizons.

FEATURES:

New: Seanapps onboard

This mid-range boat has a strikingly stylish profile which
features the new stainless framed teak slat fashion plates
- aligned with those seen on the Grand Trawler 62

Naval architect:

MICAD - DISEÑO INTERIOR :
Andreani Design

LOA (m.):

14.74 m

Beam (m.):

4.50 m

Displacement (kg.):

12 685 kg

Fuel tank (l.):

1 930 L

EXTERIOR DESIGN

Fresh water (l.):

640 L

Enjoy the delights of the sea thanks to the generous Swift
Trawler 48 exterior spaces.

Max Engine Power (cv): 2 x 380 ou 2 x 425 CV
Propulsion:
CE Certification:

B12/C14

The mobile app Seanapps and its onboard smart box on
the Swift Trawler 48 lets you track your boat’s condition,
plan maintenance operations and access the integrated
maintenance logbook 7/24.

OTHER:

The aft cockpit can fit a folding table and two directors
chairs which together with the large bench seat maximise
the indoor/outdoor living space.
The transom double gate opens onto a large swim
platform with an optional hydraulic lifting system.
The 20 sqm flybridge is a fantastic space for panoramic
views. The transform backrests either side of the pilot
seat allow plentiful forward facing seating during passage
making. Aft there is a great area to eat & relax with a large
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dining table and a wetbar.
On the foredeck the optional sunpad with lift up sections
creates forward seating
The asymmetrical deck layout allows for a wide and wellprotected starboard sidedeck.

EXTERIOR DESIGN
Enjoy the delights of the sea thanks to the generous Swift
Trawler 48 exterior spaces.
The aft cockpit can fit a folding table and two directors
chairs which together with the large bench seat maximise
the indoor/outdoor living space.
The transom double gate opens onto a large swim
platform with an optional hydraulic lifting system.
The 20 sqm flybridge is a fantastic space for panoramic
views. The transform backrests either side of the pilot
seat allow plentiful forward facing seating during passage
making. Aft there is a great area to eat & relax with a large
dining table and a wetbar.
On the foredeck the optional sunpad with lift up sections
creates forward seating
The asymmetrical deck layout allows for a wide and wellprotected starboard sidedeck.
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